Abstract. The paper discusses the design methodology of optimal technological processes of machining, bearing in mind that these processes are related to discrete processes. Discreteness is manifested at different levels: the process consists of a certain number of operations, the operation consists of a number of adjustments and the adjustment consists of a number of operation elements. Each of these levels is a dimensional object with its own internal dimensional structure. The links between dimensional levels are complex and the process is iterative with the ability to return to a higher level.
Introduction
The existing classical methods to design technological process are complex and do not provide the required level of quality and reliability of technologies. The theory of manufacturing engineering to design the technology has a well-developed content part, but it is not sufficiently formalized. The designing processes for complex parts and for conditions of use of the CNC machine tools is more challenging in terms of both general approach and from the point of view of formalizing the process used and logicalmathematical apparatus. The design process of the technologies should be considered more perfect if it requires a smaller number of information changes, including a smaller number of iterations. The technological process should be considered more perfect when it requires for use a smaller number of transformations of matter and energy which are also displayed via relevant information. One of the most complicated problems during the elaboration of the manufacturing process is the synthesis of dimensional structure. Not only dimensional analysis of a developed manufacturing process but also to achieve on this basis the optimum dimensional structure it is necessary to execute. The machining processes are referred to discrete processes. The discreteness is manifested at different levels: the process consists of a certain number of operations, the operation consists of a number of adjustments and the adjustment consists of a number of operation elements. Each of these levels is a dimensional object with its own internal dimensional structure. The links between dimensional levels are complex and the optimization process is iterative with the ability to return to a higher level.
The dimensional analysis takes a special place during designing technology, concerning the stage of designing and also the stage of technological designing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The purpose of this process is to establish the values of working dimensions and working tolerances for the part at each technological element, so that the cost of machining would be minimally possible.
Optimality of the machining technologies
Machining technologies represent sophisticated multilevel structures and for this reason achieving of the optimality is required for each structural level: machining technology, technological operation, technological mounting, technological element. The modern technologies are based on the use of CNC machine-tools and machining centers so the dimensional and information discontinuities inherent in multi-operational technologies are gradually disappearing. In these conditions the main level for optimization is technological operation and technological mounting. One of the criteria of technological operation's optimality has a structural nature. The manufacturing operation are considered optimum, if in the technological dimensional chain's structures of all technological dimensional chains, the number of the technological sizes is minimum [3] . This condition is respected if each constructive size is represented by a single technological size in the technological dimensional chain, and in dimensional chains for machining allowances, each machining allowance is determined by two technological sizes or one technological size and one size on blank. The minimum possible number of the technological sizes It is necessary to note, that the dimensional optimality is not entirely characterized by the number T N , but it is necessary to take into account the growth (sometimes complicated) of the technological sizes accuracy (a case of formation of the sizes as closing link of dimensional chains).
Other criteria for optimization are minimum of the sizes and minimum of the tolerances of the machining allowances, such that the use of low-energy and time consumption. In the case of big values of the machining allowances or of big values of tolerances of machining allowances, the increase of the number of the technological elements is possible. This means that the optimal solution is brought on another level.
The evaluation of the conditions of size's accuracy formation depending on structures of dimensional constructive and technological links represents interest. There were analyzed examples of details machining with different constructive dimensional links with a formation of the sizes from technological locating datum surface and from adjustment surfaces.
One of the variants is demonstrated on Figure 1 . The all constructive sizes are given from constructive base -surface 7 and the technological sizes are given also from locating datum surface 7.
In a ratio of tolerances  for the technological elements
it is possible to write:
From these expressions follows that the accuracy of the technological dimensions must be equal to the accuracy of the corresponding constructive dimensions. Resolving the dimension chains for the machining allowances taking into account the effect of error's compensation [7] one can write down:
From (1-8) follows, that the tolerance of a machining allowances deleted with a surface is defined by an accuracy of the appropriate technological sizes at two sequential stages of machining and the accuracy of sizes between technological locating datum surface and adjustment surface at two sequential stages of machining. Another variant is demonstrated on Figure 2 . Constructive dimensions are given from the surface 1, however the technological dimensions are given from locating datum surface 7. In a ratio of tolerances  for the technological elements
it is possible to write: figure 3 ). The accuracy of the technological size increases from IT13 to IT9…IT12. This technological scheme for small sizes is especially disadvantageous. Resolving the dimension chains for the machining allowances taking into account the effect of error's compensation one can write down: From (9-16) follows, that the tolerance of a machining allowances deleted with a surface is defined by an accuracy of the appropriate technological sizes at two sequential stages of machining and the accuracy of sizes between technological locating datum surface and adjustment surface at two sequential stages of machining. It is possible to draw an output, that in case of use at machining instead of technological locating datum surface the adjustment surface, thus the tolerance of the machining allowances depends on tolerances of all technological sizes at two adjacent stages of machining, defining a position of a processed surface concerning each adjustment surfaces used till technological locating datum surface. Another variant is demonstrated on Figure 4 . Constructive dimensions are given in chain from the surface 1, however the technological dimensions are given from locating datum surface 7. In a ratio of tolerances  for the technological elements 2 , 1  i it is possible to write:
. From these expressions follow, so as in the previous case, that the accuracy of the technological sizes is higher than the accuracy of the constructive sizes ( Figure 3 ). Resolving the dimension chains for the machining allowances taking into account the effect of error's compensation one can write down:
The difference lies in the fact that the machining allowance's tolerances is influenced by the tolerances of the technological sizes of the neighbors in a chain.
Conclusions
The schemes of machining with a formation of sizes from technological locating datum surface are characterized by unfavorable conditions of accuracy formation for constructive sizes. In some cases, the machining accuracy can be significantly greater than the accuracy of constructive sizes. The reason for this phenomenon is that the constructive dimensional structure of the part does not coincide with the dimensional structure of the technological system. From the point of view of the accuracy assurance strategy, the optimality of the technological process is ensured by the formation of each constructive size by its corresponding technological size. The machining allowances may have sufficiently large tolerances because their tolerance depends on the multiples change of the technological bases, and the entire size chain to the technological base. High tolerances for the machining allowances require the establishing the large cutting depths which sometimes require an additional operational elements.
